Something's Always Going Wrong.

Lyrics by FRANK PIXLEY.

Music by GUSTAV LÜDERS.

Allegretto.

Most ev'-ry thing I
When some-thing some-times

Plano.

read a-bout and ev'-ry thing I see Is off the track and up-side down or
makes me ill I pay a doc'-tor's fee To learn I've eatt-en some-thing which does

wrong as wrong can be. I've of-ten won-dered what it was that
not a-gree with me. And then he gives me some-thing and of

tangled things up so! I've fig-ured at it quite a while And now at last I
course it's on-ly fair That I should give him some-thing just to make the mat-ter
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know, No matter what it is goes wrong it always is the same, Just
square, Why something always acts like that, by Jingo, I can't tell, For

look it up and you will find that something is to blame. The
something always makes me sick then something makes us well!

only thing that puzzles me and worries me a lot, Is
time he'll give me something which will fail, as like as not; Then

that I know is something, but by George, I don't know what.
I'll experience something, but by George, I don't know what.
Moderato.

Something's always going wrong, Something's in the way,
dolce.

Something's always turning up; Then something is to pay

Something always pulls me down when ever I try to climb, I

I don't know just what something is, But it's something ev'ry time.
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